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APPENDIX

A1 – CAPITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT KICK OFF AGENDA
A2 – NON CAPITAL PROJECT KICK OFF AGENDA
B - DESIGN STANDARDS VARIANCE REQUEST FORM
C - DESIGN STANDARDS COMPLIANCE FORM
D - DESIGN STANDARDS REVISION REQUEST FORM
E – DESIGN SUBMITTAL REVIEW SHEET
F- VE FORMAT
G – DESIGN PHASE APPROVAL
H – ANNUAL PERMIT WORKSHEET
I – ADDITIONAL MATERIALS (ATTIC STOCK)
J - CLOSEOUT DOCUMENT CHECK LIST
K - BUILDING FACT SHEET
L – ROOM NUMBERING PROCEDURES
M – BUILDING SIGNAGE
N – DEDICATION PLAQUE(S)
O – CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SIGN
P – HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS
Q – DUMPSTER ENCLOSURE
R – BUILDING DIRECTORIES
S –
T –WARRANTY WORK REQUEST FORM
U – PROJECT INSPECTION REQUEST
V – CAPITAL OUTLAY ROUTING FORM
W – AS&S ODU STDS.
W1 – SWPPP TEMPLATE
X – STANDARD CAMPUS LIGHT POLES (2)
Y – PLANT PALLET
Z – IRRIGATION SPECIFICATIONS
AA - MEMORIAL BENCH AND TREE POLICY
AB – OFOI CFCI MASTER LIST
AC – CONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS – OWNER REVIEW (RESERVED)
AD – CONTRACTOR KEY REQUEST
AE- FICM CODES
AF - TERRAZZO UNIVERSITY SEAL (RESERVED)
AG – ORNAMENTAL WALLS & FENCES (RESERVED)
AH – BIKE RACK DETAILS (RESERVED)
AI – SIDEWALK STANDARDS
AJ – EXISTING BUILDING MATERIALS CHART (RESERVED)
AK – PARKING GARAGE SIGNAGE STANDARDS (Reserved)
AL - MASTER PROJECT CHECKLIST (Reserved)
AM – CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS SIGN (RESERVED)
AN – STUDENT PRINTER CABINET

AVAILABLE RESOURCES FOR DOWNLOAD (The following files are available on the ODU Design and Construction Website for your use)

ODU DESIGN STDS_SIGNAGE 2017.rvt
F_Project VE Format.xls (Updated version of CPSM VE spreadsheet – to be used on all projects)
ODU Master OFCI List.xls (Can edited for project specific use)
Building Fact Sheet.doc
.mpp (Microsoft Project Template – can be modified to suite project specific needs, gives A/E a starting point)
Variance Request (Word Document)